Direct channel or absorption effects are first considered for r exchange reactions, and in particular for TN-pN. The discussion is then restricted to nondiffractive pseudoscalar-meson baryon scattering reactions, where only two helicity amplitudes define the scattering process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many features of two body and quasi-two body scattering data are most easily understood under the general title of direct channel or absorption effects.
The most familiar examples are momentum transfer dependent features of the scattering data: the "anomalous" forward peaks in certain TT exchange differential cross sectionsI-" elastic scattering. G 7 7 and the crossover phenomena in However, absorption may also result in energy or particle dependent variations in the data.
In the present talk we investigate the general features of absorption b> systematically studyin g data over a large energy interval and in several ctifferent reactions.
The relation of our observations to XST scattering analyses is emphasized.
The qualitative ideas associated with absorption are introduced in Sec. II using the familiar reaction TN -+ pN. The study is then restricted in Sec. III to the simpler pseudoscalar-meson baryon scattering reactions, described by two helicity amplitudes, and having only natural parity exchanges in the t channel.
Only nondiffractive reactions are considered.
The Q amplitude analyses at G GeV/c are discussed first, providing an introduction to the t dependence of the scattering amplitudes.
To extend the results of the amplitude analyses, data in several reactions are studied to deteri:zine qu&itative trends in the energy depeEdences of the scrktering amplitudes.
In particular data in q and Kp reactions are contrasted to reveal possible direct channel effects.
The observations are summarized in Sec. XV.
II. INTRODUCTION TO ABSORPTION
For many years absorption has been known to provide a simple explanation of the r-p -p On data at small values of momentum transfer.
Historicall J simple one pion exchange (OPE) failed in p" production, predicting G ' 1. In contrast the Gottfried-Jackson OPE plus absorption model8 PO0 -successfully reproduced the p o differential cross section and density matrix elements.
More recently it has been emphasized that in F exchange reactions an unambiguous signature of absorption occurs for -t < rni.
As discussed by Kane, g pF/ and &/dt for po production should turn over in the forward direction, but p been observe In the absorption model the explanation for this behavior is straightforward.
Absorption "smoothsl* the amplitudes, thus in the forward direction helicity amplitudes possess only the minimal t dependence, (tmin-t)&, consistent with conservation of angular momentum. The net helicity flip, M, is defined irl the s channel 07 helicity frame.
In the limit of large cnergies, the dominant r exchange amplitudes flip the nucleon s channel helicity , resulting in r exchange contributions to nN-pN of the form:
-2-where X is the p helicity, and M=h h = 1 a&~litude dominates vielding -1. For scattering near t-f;Min, the p H-05 as observed in Fig. 1 . pPopular model that embodies the featurPelslof niLorption is the Williams A OPE-6 12 or poor man's absorption model;13 this has been successfully compared to the high energy p" production data. l0
The unique features of the data discussed above are a special argument for absorption however, relying as much on the proximity of the 7r pole to the physical region as on absorption itself.
More generally absorption or geometrical models suggest that s channel helicity amplitudes have the approximate
where r, the radius in impact parameter space where the amplitude is maximum, is approximately r -1 fm -5 GeV-1. Thus L!&= 0, 1 amplitudes are predicted to have minima (or zeros) at -t -0.2, 0 6 GeV2, respectively. . The former zero is responsihlc for the CrOSScJVer effect in elastic scattering reactions, 7 the latter usua!ly vies ;vith the Rcgge signature zero 'as the more basic interpretation tar helicity flip amplitudes.
For the reaction nN-pN, the combination pifo clJ/dt isolates UntXItUral parity exchan,rti ( 3 to lcttcling order in the fah--l.
Recent esperimcnta:i'esults (Refs. lG-18) suggest that ,D(;~ &/clt has a change in t dependence near -t -0.6 GeV2, perhaps even possessin;; a dip in this momentum transfer region.
The most optimistic evidence of this type (Refs. 17, 18 ) is shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
One explanation for the pto dcr/dt data associates only the forward peak with 7r exchange; this decreases rapidly becoming less than an approximately t independent background near -t ,-0.6 GeV2. lg Alternatively the data may suggest that the T amplitude has a minimum near -t -0.6 GeV2, similar to the p amplitrtde in ~-p -ffn.
For the interpreted as either an absorption ~~~el~~ede~t~~~~~ei~a~~~r-pn can be effect (Eq. (2)) or a manifestation of
-3- GeV.' However, f6r r exchange the signature zero should occur at -t-1.0 GeV3, in disagreement with the data. The pwo dp/dt data may therefore provide the first realistic comparison of absorption and Regge model explanations for the structure of helicity flip amplitudes.
III. PSEUDOSCALAR-MESON BARYON SCATTERING
To continue the study of absorption, we now restrict the scope of this talk to nondiffractive pseudoscalar-meson baryon scattering reactions -the simplest class of reactions for which a substantial library of data presently exists. Features of the dam will be related to the s channel helicity amplitudes: The amplitudes are briefly reviewed in Table I . ,.
-5-observe:
(a) k =0 amplitudes, since the Pomeron dominates the helicity nonflip (and possi ly also the helicity flip) amplitude, no model independent information is obtained for the fo exchange amplitudes; and (b) It=1 amplitudes, the p e::change amplitude is consistent with absorption model predictions for the helicity nonflip amplitude {cf. Eq. (2)), and with absorption or simple Regge model predictions for the helicity flip amplitude (cf. Eqs. (2) and (3)).
To test the sensitivity of these results to possible systematic effects in the data or to different analysis techniques, the Argonne20 and Saclay solutions are compared in Fig. 6 . The agreement is good, except possibly for -t 2 0.4 GeV2 where some deviations are observed in the It=1 amplitudes. These amplitudes will be taken therefore as a guide to our further study of meson baryon scattering reactions. To extend the results of the 6 GeV/c TN amplitude analyses to different energies and reactions, we now consider six signposts which may lead to qualitative, if not quantitative, extrapolations.
Special Channels
If high ener,gy scattering amplitudes can be described by the t channel exchanges involved, then reactions having only one known t channel exchange should provide the best means to systematize our study of the data. This logic has motivated the many analyses of n-p -) Ton and n-p -non reactions; recently data has also begun to accumulate in several new channels:
(a) K'L~ -K& -m" exchange dominates the forward cross section;
These reactions are listed with the "old faithfuls" in Table II . where 6 is typically in the range -112 0 2 -23', the limits of the quadratic and linear SU(3) mass formulae. 22 A compilation23 of the K-p -(qO,n')A data is shown in Fig. 7 . The data in the two channels are quite different in structure, and may suggest that absorption differs for vector and tensor exchange reactions. 24 This is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 where the locations of minima in the differential cross sections for n-p -non and n-p -non are recorded, 25 fixed t dips are observed at -t -0.55 GeV2 and -t -1.65 GeV2 respectivi?ly.
Similar fixed t dependences are found in the contributions
of s channel resonances to the imaginary parts of the s channel helicity amplitudes. This is shown for 7rp scattering26
in Fig. 10 , where the locations of the first zero in the contribution of the dominant resonances to helicity flip and nonflip amplitudes are plotted. For K-p scattering a more complete separation27 has been done yielding s channel helicity amplitudes with definite t channel isospin It=O, 1. The results are shown in Fig, 11 . For the I.-t=0 helicity nonflip amplitude, and the It=1 helicity flip amplitude, the fixed t zero structures at -t-O. 2 GeV2 and -t-O. 5 GeV2 respectively, are again observed.
The other two nml:litudes are smaller in magnitude than the first two mentioned (ci. Fig. 6 ): thus the random structure of zeros in these results, Fig. lib 5iae note that these results also carry over to 777 scatter--> ing \vhere rec:tint :;:Y:~J-zL's~ 1'c'VC'll L-.' similar fi\:c(! t zero structures in ~77 amplitudes n-ith well defined t channel isospin.
Polarization changes with energy
In channels with one t channel exchange, or with two exchanges thought to be exchange degenerate (l3XDj polarization provides a possible means to observe different relative energy dependences of helicity flip and nonflip amplitudes (see Eq. (5)). For el\;zmple, a large class of absorption models modify or !'absor'b'! the noniiip amplitude to a much greater extent than the flip amplitude.
If the absorption is then enorgy dependent, t;he nonflip amplitude will vary n,iCi energy more rapidly than the hclicity flip amplitude9 resulting in possible changes in the polarization.
To determine the ener,gy trends in the data, polarization results for the reactions T-P---iron, 2g E"p-CA', 3O and ~;+p--lC%+,~~ are plotted in Fig. 12 ,.
-lO- This suggests therefore that helicity flip and nonflip amplitudes have similar energy dependences in the momentum interval -2 GeV/c to -14 GeV/c.
Phases of the amplitudes at t=O
Although amplitude analyses typically require a prohibitive experimental effort, this is not the case at t=O for many pseudoscalar-meson baryon scattering reactions.
That is, the magnitude of the helicity nonflip amplitude is obtained directly from the forward differential cross section, and the imaginary part of the amplitude is provided by the optical theorem, for example: If the phases 01 thi' Ivrhm-cl amplitudes arc in approsinx~te agreement with the Regge plias~, then equal forward cross sections should be observed for those processes relxtecl by s-u crossing and dominated by IXD t channel exchanges. 34 Near equality of the t=O cross sections is in fact observed in the channels ;rp -K2 and Kp -~2,~~ see Fig. 15 , as well as for Kp charge exchave36
and 'lip -KA, Ep -7~1 data. 3a
In summary it is observed that: (a) the fortvard phase for KE;) -+ K$ is consistent with being energy in&-pendent; and (b) the phases of the ampli+tides at ~-CI are consistent xith simple Regge predictions. (9) the energy dependence of the scattering amplitudes can be studied as a function of momentum transfer.
A recent Serpukhov result for T-P-7pn is shown along with previous data37 in Fig. 16 . The curve in the figure represents the simple Regge prediction, cy'=l, approximately normalized to the data below 20 GeV/c.
The Serpukhov data is interesting and may suggest that shrinkage has stopped by -20 GeV/c.
However, the evidence is not yet overwhelming.
At lower energies we obtain the effective Regge trajectory, a,ff(t), shown in Fig. 17 for the SLAC K;ip--K" ?F data, 32 and for the reaction n-p-. n 35 The solid curve in the figure gives the canonical p, w trajectory cr(t)= 0.5+t.
The K" cl?
-K& and n-p -Ton data (Fig. 17) o show shrinkage, o! = a(t), however aKEpKg < ?r-p7Pn
for -t & 0.4 GeV2. Analogous differences are also found between the energy dependences of the reactions Kp -~11 :r * -KA and the,rc$te# C reactions, Kp--71% or q-L. '
Simple Regge models would erroneously predict similar energy dependences for KEp -K"# and n-p -fin reactions, and for A and I; reactions. By contrast, it was observed in the previous secticn that the phases of the forward amplitudes were in good agreement with simple Regge predictions. For example, the Ktp -K& data3* yield aeff (0) from the energy dependence of the forward cross sections (see Fig. 17 ). The Regge model relationship between the phase and the energy dependence of the scattering amplitudes fails therefore at t=O; a similar conclusion for the helicity nonflip amplitude at momentum transfers -t > 0 can be inferred from the n-p amplitude analyses at 6 GeV/c. 20, 21
Cross sections at t=O In factorizable models (see for example Table II ) the reactions x-pfin and KEp -K"sp are related by a single constant, assuming p and w exchange amplitudes have similar energy dependences. This prediction disagrees with the data, as discussed in the last section; the magnitude of the discrepancy is observed by comparing the forward cross sections in Figs. 18 and 19.32 An analogous comparison can be made using total cross section differences;39 where n-p -7rcn is replaced by and K;p -K"# by bKkp (see Eq. (6) ). The results are shown in Fig. 20 . Again the Kp data are observed to decrease with energy more rapidly than the Q data.
One conclusion is that 0 and p exchanges, dominating KEp --L K"$ and 7rWp + -iron respectively, are just intrinsically different. Alternatively, the comparison of forward Ktp -Kc&p and Kp charge exchange cross sections40 shown in Fig. 21 reveals that the magnitudes of the cross secticns @u::e coincidence?)
as well as their momentum dependence are in excellent agreement. This result suggests that the t channel exchanges in these processes (p , W, A2) are consistent with EXD, and that direct channel effects cause the disagreement in the energy dependences Fig. 18 . Differential cross sections at t = 0 for the reaction K"p -Kg. Fig. 19 . Differential cross sections at t = 0 for n-p -Ton; the solid curve is a power law fit to the data above 5 GeV/c, the dashedline represents the forward cross sections for eLp -K#.
-14- of the KEp -+ K& and n-p -non forward cross sections.
To check this conjecture we note that the extrapolated K-p -Eon cross section, Fig. 21 , provides an upper bound to the total crq;s section differthe solid curve 8n-~~-n1:K'%?a~ ence K-N = uEin Fig, 22 . The curve falls below the Serpukhov data, suggesting that the Kp charge exchange cross section should infact lie above the Ii00 -K"$ cross section at momenta 220 GeV/c. However, negative values for the Serpukhov "KfN" cross section differences, Fig. 22 , disagree with lower energy data (and with duality)41 suggesting that small systematic effects in the total cross sections may be causing problems in these cross section differences.
Thus, if p and w trajectories are assumed EXD, simple t channel factorization_ is in disagreement with the Our approach in this talk was first to indicate that absorption or direct channel effects are important in scattering reactions, then to systematically -15-investigate energy trends in the data. This latter study presented evidence for disagreements with t channel factorization, and we conjectured that this was additional evidence for direct channel effects.
Generally, the energy trends in the data are consistent with shrinkage of the forward differential cross sections, but indicate that many features are essentially energy independent:
(a) the positions of minima in the differential cross sections;
(b) the location of zeros in the imaginary parts of some s channel helicity amplitudes; and (c) the polarization, and phase of the t=O scattering amplitude for those reactions with a limited number of possible exchanges in the t channel.
These observations provide qualitative as well as quantitative constraints on the energy dependence' of the actual scattering amplitudes.
The pseudoscalar-meson baryon scattering results suggest that similar features may also exist in the ri~(K7;) scattering amplitudes.
For example, although amplitude zeros have been used in selecting phase shift solutions, our present observations su,, '+rest that approximately fixed t zeros occur in those amplitucles isolating a known meson exchange in the t channel.
Similarly the observed energy independence of the phase of the forward mesonbaryon scatterin, w amplitudes may provide a guide in selecting OTT phase shift solutions at relatively high mass. Finally, the different direct channel effects in Q and Kp data indicate that ;: extrapolations may have different characteristics in 7r'i~ and Kn analyses, and perhaps also in analyses at different rr or K7r masses. I also wish to thank D. Leith for his support and interest.
